


Although 5 No Carpinus Betulus a nice gesture to pacify Heritage impact on the Old Elm. They will 
only obscure the view while in leaf, six months of the year. The trees will not protect the grade 2 
listed building in any other way, least of all noise. 


I am not convinced that the landscaping scheme will be adequate enough to give privacy 
screening to our property, especially with full view available across the whole site into our 
bedroom windows. 


No evaluation has be given to fire risk? As a household we have oil heating. We have a oil storage 
facility on the direct boundary, next to the site. Our oil tank will be a few feet away from the 
electric charge facility. How much risk will this be? What happens if there is a car fire? This is a 
concern for us. 


The Electric recharge point will create noise while charging and connecting to the cars. There is 
no plans on how this will be carried out safely. Will this area be supervised and how mush noise 
and smell will this create? I regard a industrial sized recharge area unsuitable in a residential area, 
especially if this will be carried out while we are sleeping.


Fire risk has not been set out. Will there be flammable material on site and where will this be kept? 
Vehicles maintenance is a fire risk if carried out on site, again not suitable in a residential area.


Environmental Health response summary, if taken off plan should be re evaluated in person. The 
documents submitted by applicant are most misleading and houses are not sufficiently accessed 
or indicated. I would like to invite a member of environmental health to our home to see for 
themselves the detrimental impact a 24/7 logistics site would have on our home.


I would like to make aware that no noise survey has been taken at . We are close to 
flight path but its not continuous sound and very brief. Vehicle nois ave a larger impact 
on us. Doors slamming, engine noise, hydraulic breaks, rattling trailers, empty rattling trailers, 
vehicle reverse alarm signals, humming electric charging, car engines running, passenger music 
playing, hydraulic lifting equipment, ramp movements vehicle horns signalling when ready to 
leave. All day every day every night.


The Stansted distribution centre one mile down the road has limits hours as stated in my original 
objection. Normal working hours Monday to Friday, short hours Saturday and closed Sundays 
and bank holidays.


Local amenities are located on or next to site. Electric and gas lines cross the land and water runs 
along the lane which will be relined. I object these being changed or removed and no 
consideration has been given to them. Pumping station is not adequate and site amenities should 
not be joined, it is residential only.


There is some discrepancies in the sizes of HGVs that will be on site. They will be passing under 
the electric pylons and I don’t feel it is safe. Height levels of vehicles should be lower when 
passing under electric pylons.


The site was knowingly purchased with development limitations, and the negative affect it would 
have to the residents neighbouring the site and the detrimental affect on local traffic. The over 400 
objections to UTT/21/0233/FUL that was refused, and over 200 for application UTT/22/0267/FUL, 
that was refused. This shows how much it is not needed and wanted be local residents in all 
surrounding villages.


Photos below show the view from the rear of the site, looking down on Brookside and Rivendell.

Views left and right from Brooksides driveway. Left view will be drastically change if application 
goes ahead.


This application should be refused.




Caleb Conway

View from rear of site of Brookside and Rivendell.




